
Methodology and Analysis

Disease-Normal Comparison – e.g. Cancer samples: tumor-normal pairs

• Finding common variants in disease

• Finding overlapping SVs 

• Variants can be linked to known variants to identify potential drug targets.

Speed of analysis important 

1. rapid identification of the genetic causes of disease  

2. drugs to treat the disease will improve the probability of patient survival

Commonly used SV findings pipelines slow, low accuracy 

• Manta plus GATK ~ 1 day/sample

• GROM ~ 1 – 2 hours/sample

Pipeline for somatic SVs based on GROM [1] used to analyze a large historical dataset of myeloma NGS datasets to 

find SVs in tumor samples that do not overlap SVs in normal samples.

Interactive VCF Parser (IVP) used to visually examine the reads data for these SVs comparing the tumor data with a 

called SVs and corresponding regions in the normal sample.
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Introduction

Massive amount of Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) data exists due

to Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies.

Paired End Reads:

• Small DNA fragments

called reads

• Sequenced in forward

and reverse directions

• Aligned to reference

sequence

• Unidentified region

size = insert size

WGS analyzed to find variants, predict effects, and find genotype –

homozygous or heterozygous.

Many algorithms developed to call one or more variant types (2)

GROM (1)

• Developed in our lab

• Comprehensively detects all variant types, superior speed and 

accuracy 

• “all-in-one solution to detect SNVs, indels, CNVs, and other SVs” (2)

In cancer, SVs typically affect larger genome intervals compared to

SNVs and indels, but variant analysis currently focuses mostly on

SNVs affecting in protein coding regions.

The role of SVs in cancer is mostly a mystery except for a few known

cases such as the “Philadelphia chromosome”, a reciprocal

translocation between chromosomes 9 and 22, associated with chronic

myelogenous leukemia.
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Results

We have analyzed 1917 WGS samples from the MMRF AnswerFund

initiative using GROM. We detected approximately 10 million SVs. The 

distribution of SVs can be found in Table 1 below.

As GROM-SOM is still being developed, a subset of 200 samples (100 

tumor-normal pairs) was analyzed using scripts written in Python. >40 

deletions in these 100 tumors were found to overlap known exons in at 

least 10 % of the tumor samples. These deletions were not present in the 

corresponding normal samples. 

Genes affected by SVs in tumor samples will be analyzed further to 

identify potential drug targets. Genes with known function include 

GLB1L2 and MUC4.

GLB1L2:

Phenotypes - acute myeloid leukemia, prostate carcinoma.

MUC4:

Molecular function - may play a role in tumor progression.  Ability to 

promote tumor growth.

The 200 samples are in the process of being examined using IVP to 

check the accuracy of our scripts and test the predictions of GROM-

SOM. In the samples examined so far GROM-SOM has called deletions 

found by our scripts where IVP has shown significant differences 

between the tumor and normal sample but has also produced many false 

positives where deletions are present in both tumor and normal samples 

in the same size and coordinate range.

We intend to extend our study to include SVs affecting enhancers and 

regulatory regions.

Low magnification view (top) high magnification (bottom), 

Ref = Reference.

Gene with alleles B and b. 

Homozygous - both copies of a chromosome have the same allele

Heterozygous – both copies have different alleles

Variant types: single nucleotide variations (SNVs), indels (insertions or deletions < 50 

bp), copy number variants (CNVs), structural variants (SVs) ≥ 50 bp (deletions, 

insertions, duplications, inversions, translocations. Reproduced from (1).

• IGV window (left) consists of several stripes (top to bottom) read depth, called variants, gene features, reference 

sequence, sequenced read pairs, and coordinates.  

• Reads are represented as medium gray bars for concordant direction, darker gray bars for discordant direction. 

Green rectangular outlines indicate overlapping portion of read pairs when read pairs overlap

• Non-overlapping read pairs are joined by light colored bars

• Light gray – insert size and read directions concordant

• Blue-green – inversion based on read directions

• Pink – deletion based on abnormally large insert size

• Reads can be split into stripes containing discordant pairs and non-discordant pairs

• Dark gray bars with arrows in left window indicate non-primary alignments

• In left window supplementary alignments of reverse complements of soft-clipped regions support inversion call

• In right window a tumor sample (bottom) with a called deletion supported by low read depth in region and many 

discordant read pairs joined by pink bars, while normal sample (top) shows no evidence of a deletion

• IGV controls (left - bottom panel) – buttons for various functions, zoom control, text boxes that display 

information about selected object and mouse over position 

Sample pairs were also analyzed using GROM-SOM (a new algorithm under development) for analysis of disease-

normal pairs. Results will be compared with IVP visualization results to check the quality of tumor-normal calls and 

improve the performance of GROM-SOM. 

Table 1. - Distribution of SVs found. DEL = Deletion, DUP = Duplication, 

INS = Insertion, INV = Inversion

DEL DUP INS INV all

Total 8167982 1107599 436578 699278 10411437

Total tumor 3950653 515857 219077 343824 5029411

Total normal 4217329 591742 217501 355454 5382026

Total - Avg per sample 4260 577 227 364 5428

Tumor - Avg per sample 2060 269 114 179 2622

Normal - Avg per sample 2199 308 113 185 2805
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